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Website Personalization:  
A New Era of Ecommerce



ABOUT BRAND ATTIC

THE CHALLENGE

Brand Attic is a Manchester based online fashion retailer, selling a range of stylish clothing for men and 
women. The Brand Attic team pride themselves on selling high quality garments at an affordable price, all 
whilst offering a great customer service. Founded in 2015, Brand Attic has seen impressive growth and has 
swiftly become a well-loved ecommerce brand.

While the Brand Attic site sells clothes of a range of sizes and styles, it was previously serving a one-size-fits-all 
experience to its visitors. Shoppers landing on the site saw the same generic content, meaning the team were 
missing out on lucrative opportunities to engage visitors and raise sales. To rectify this, the Brand Attic team 
chose Bunting to deliver personalised experiences to visitor segments.

Improve the
online customer
experience

Maximise 
average
order value

Implement
an effective
personalization
strategy
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ACTION
Working with Bunting, Brand Attic launched personalised content targeting visitors in various ways. 

• Time sensitive offers: Countdown timers were displayed to create urgency, and offers were personalised 
to individuals.  For example, knowing that students formed a large part of their audience, the team launched 
time sensitive offers targeted at students.

• Product recommendations: The Brand Attic site went from having no recommendations, to displaying 
data-driven personalised recommendations on all the key pages, optimised for mobile and desktop. 
Bestsellers were presented on the homepage and category pages, allowing visitors to kick-start browsing 
with the week’s hottest items.

• Similar items were displayed on the product pages, allowing visitors to immediately find relevant 
alternatives. This is a great move for visitors landing on a product page via a search engine, and largely 
increases their chances of staying on the site.

• Finally, highly relevant cross sells were displayed on the cart page, meaning shoppers could find quality 
items that complimented the contents of their cart. 
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With advanced customer targeting and easy to use content, Bunting provides the 
ability to A/B test a variety of website features to optimise the customer experience 
and journey. Bunting offer continuous support with quick-win suggestions 
including product recommendations, pop ups and automated countdown timer 
content to help improve site personalisation.
Rachel Williamson, Marketing Executive, Brand Attic

RESULTS
Brand Attic saw some fantastic results, and continue to do so today.

+31% uplift in conversions 
through product 
recommendations on the 
product pages

+24% Uplift in conversions 
through urgency and scarcity 
messaging

+32% uplift in conversions 
through product 
recommendations on the 
homepage 

Urgency and scarcity messaging: On the product pages social call outs 
were displayed showcasing the number of times a product had been viewed 
or purchased. These were split tested, with views/purchases over the last day 
tested against views/purchases happening now. Stock numbers were also 
displayed showing how many items were left in stock in real time.

Region specific delivery notices: Visitors outside the UK were presented 
with delivery information on the homepage relevant to their location.



AWARD-WINNING WEBSITE 
PERSONALIZATION TOOL 
Bunting is a multi award-winning website personalization tool, with 
head offices in Manchester, UK. Driven by a team with decades of 
e-commerce and software experience, Bunting is loved and
trusted by thousands of e-commerce businesses globally.

bunting.com

www.linkedin.com/company/bunting 

buntingpro

@buntingpro




